Health and Safety Controls
Ε Development of stringent site-specific safety plans
Ε Implementation of strict protocols to reduce risk of
infection and spread
Ε Establishment of screening measures for worker and
occupant re-entry
Ε Design, stocking, and supply of PPE stations

COVID-19 Response Package

Protect Your Team

Technology for Continued Safety
Ε Supply and installation of FDA registered fever
screening equipment
Ε Training of facilities staff

Social Distancing Planning
Ε Interior fit-outs and spatial reconfiguration
Ε Establishment of occupant traffic patterns

A safe and seamless transition

Ε Installation of barriers and partitions

Deep Cleaning and Disinfecting
Returning to our buildings and campuses requires

In collaboration with our fully certified environmental

unexpected and unfamiliar changes to our common

health, safety, and hygiene consulting partner, Cashins

spaces—Suffolk can help you achieve a seamless and

& Associates, Inc., and our building partner, Liberty

safe transition. Our teams have adapted our jobsites

Construction Services, we can help you integrate

and offices to incorporate social distancing and

infection protection, personal separation, and hygiene

industry-leading protocols that keep our employees

protocols into your spaces. This is a stressful time for all

and trade partners safe and healthy, these measures

of us and we want to help ensure that your transition to

have since become government standards for the City

the “new normal” goes smoothly.

of Boston and beyond. Suffolk also quickly mobilized
downtown Boston for COVID-19 patients, in just three

To discuss how Suffolk can help you, please

days. As your trusted partner, we can apply these

contact Sean Edwards at sedwards@suffolk.com

learnings and techniques to help you make

or (978) 804-6231

will keep your employees safe and comfortable.

Ε Execution of deep clean and sterilization that exceeds
CDC guidelines
Ε Utilization of 3rd party verification to confirm sterilization meets
current industry standard of care protocols

Facilities Maintenance
Ε Implementation of ongoing cleaning and disinfecting program

to build Project Hope, a 1,000-bed field hospital in

the necessary adjustments to your spaces that

Ε Development of customized site-specific
cleaning/disinfection procedures

Ε Development of response action plans as needed

Evaluation of MEP/HVAC Systems
Ε Evaluation of ventilation systems and indoor air quality
Ε Industrial hygiene consulting

